Background: Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs), such as gefitinib, erlotinib, and afatinib, have greatly improved treatment efficacy in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients with drug-sensitive EGFR mutations. However, in some TKI responders, the benefits of such targeted therapies are limited by the rapid development of resistance, and strategies to overcome this resistance are urgently needed. Studies of drug resistance in cancer cells typically involve long term in vitro induction to obtain stably acquired drug-resistant cells followed by elucidation of resistance mechanisms, but the immediate responses of cancer cells upon drug treatment have been ignored. The aim of this study was to investigate the immediate responses of NSCLC cells upon treatment with EGFR TKIs. Results: Both NSCLC cells, ie, PC9 and H1975, showed immediate enhanced adhesion-related responses as an apoptosis-countering mechanism upon first-time TKI treatment. By gene expression and pathway analysis, adhesion-related pathways were enriched in gefitinib-treated PC9 cells. Pathway inhibition by small-hairpin RNAs or small-molecule drugs revealed that within hours of EGFR TKI treatment, NSCLC cells used adhesion-related responses to combat the drugs. Importantly, we show here that the Src family inhibitor, dasatinib, dramatically inhibits cell adhesion-related response and greatly enhances the cell-killing effects of EGFR TKI (gefitinib for the PC9 cells; afatinib for the H1975 cells) in NSCLC cells, which would otherwise escape the TKI-induced apoptosis. Conclusion: Results from this study indicate that NSCLC cells can employ the adhesion response as a survival pathway to survive under EGFR-targeted therapy. Simultaneous targeting of EGFR signaling and adhesion pathways would further boost the efficacy of EGFR-targeted therapy in NSCLC.
Introduction
Currently, there are two major types of therapeutic drugs for lung cancer, which is the leading cause of cancer deaths worldwide: chemotherapeutics and targeted therapeutics. Targeted therapeutics, such as the tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) gefitinib, erlotinib, and afatinib, have become the first-line treatment for non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients with specific epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) mutations, such as exon 19 deletion or an exon 21 substitution (L858R). 1 Despite the successful use of EGFR TKIs in the treatment of patients harboring specific EGFR mutations, all responding patients eventually develop resistance to EGFR TKIs after a period of treatment. 2, 3 In previous studies, . 20 different nodes in distinct signaling pathways were reported as mechanisms for combating resistance to EGFR-targeted therapies.
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Approximately 10%-15% of patients who develop EGFR TKI resistance show MET amplification, and ~50% have a second EGFR mutation, T790M. 5, 6 Various in vitro cell culture methods have been used to study drug resistance mechanisms. These methods typically involve the induction of EGFR TKI drug resistance in cells through a gradual increase in drug concentration followed by selection of drug-resistant stable cell clones and comparison of the resistant cells with the parental cells to reveal the acquired resistance mechanisms. This approach has been used to elucidate several prolonged and stable drug-resistant nodes and networks, which are consistent with resistance mechanisms observed clinically, such as the T790M second mutation, 7 MET amplification, 6 and the insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor pathway. 8 However, in vitro induction methods usually take a few months to produce stable drugresistant cell clones. Although such methods can select the populations that survive prolonged drug treatment, they reveal nothing about transient or moving targets, that is, the emergency defense mechanisms initially employed by cancer cells, at the very beginning of treatment.
The emergency response of cancer cells to the first-time EGFR TKI treatment has yet to be investigated; therefore, in this study we examined changes in the behavior and signaling of EGFR TKI-sensitive NSCLC cells upon first exposure to the EGFR-targeting drug gefitinib or afatinib. After the emergency response of the PC9 cells was identified, with the help of gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA), we interrupted that response by inhibiting the relevant pathways through treatments with small-hairpin RNA (shRNA) or small-molecule inhibitors. Interruption of the cells' emergency defense response could maximize the cytotoxic efficacy of the EGFR-targeted drug, leaving EGFR TKI-sensitive NSCLC cells more vulnerable.
Methods cell lines and reagents
The gefitinib-sensitive human adenocarcinoma NSCLC cell line PC9 (EGFR exon19del E746-A750) was kindly provided by Dr Pan-Chyr Yang, and gefitinib-resistant NSCLC H1975 cells (EGFR L858R/T790M; IC 50 .10 μM) were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) (Manassas, VA, USA). All cells were maintained in RPMI 1640 growth medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (Thermo Fisher Scientific), penicillin, and streptomycin (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in humidified 5% CO 2 at 37°C. EGFR TKIs gefitinib (Ryss Lab, Inc., Union City, CA, USA), afatinib (LC Laboratories, Woburn, MA, USA), Src TKI dasatinib (LC Laboratories), and integrin inhibitor cilengitide (ci) (AdooQ Bioscience, Irvine, CA, USA) were obtained from commercial sources. The integrin inhibitor c8 was kindly provided by Dr William F DeGrado. 9 Stock solutions (10 mM) of all chemicals were prepared in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). Both cell lines used in the current study can be obtained commercially and they were classified as the most low risk by the institutional review board of National Health Research Institute. The ethics approval was not required for the use of these cell lines.
Phase-contrast live-cell imaging
Phase-contrast live-cell images were obtained with a fluorescence microscope (AF6000-LX; Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) enclosed inside a chamber at 37°C and 5% CO 2 with a charge-coupled device camera (Leica Microsystems). The microscope and image acquisition were controlled by means of the Leica AF6000 software. Images were captured with a 10× objective in 10-minute intervals for the desired duration.
gene expression analysis (pathway analysis)
The PC9 cells were seeded 1 day before treatment with gefitinib (200 nM). After incubation with gefitinib for 72 hours, the cells were harvested with RNAprotect Cell reagent (Qiagen NV, Venlo, the Netherlands). Total cellular RNA was isolated with an RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen NV), according to the procedure suggested by the manufacturer. Microarray analysis was performed with Human OneArray v6 (Phalanx Biotech Group, Hsinchu, Taiwan), which contains 31,741 content probes and 938 control probes. All samples were analyzed twice, and the intensities were normalized for each microarray.
To evaluate differential gene expression between gefitinibtreated cells and parental cells, the intensities of both treated and parental cells were normalized by the median intensity. The probes that could not be matched to any gene were excluded. The expression values of probes corresponding to the same gene were summed up. A total of 19,646 genes were measured as expression fold change. According to the detection limit of the microarray analysis, a cut-off normalized value of 50 was used to determine whether a gene was expressed or not, and values ,50 were adjusted to 50. 10 Alteration of expression is reported as a fold change (f i ) between expression in treated cells and expression in parental cells:
where E i is expression of the ith gene in treated cells, and E i0 is expression of the ith gene in vehicle (DMSO) control cells.
The upregulated and downregulated genes were defined by the outlier of differential expression distribution in a box-and-whisker diagram. The GSEA software 11 was used 
cell survival assay
Cell survival ratios were determined by means of the 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium, inner salt (MTS) assay after a specified incubation time, as follows: a mixture of RPMI 1640, MTS (Promega Corporation, Fitchburg, WI, USA), and phenazine methosulfate (PMS) (Sigma-Aldrich Co., St Louis, MO, USA) in the ratio 8:2:0.1 was added to each well of drug-treated cells, and the cells were incubated for 60 minutes at 37°C. Absorbance at 490 nm was measured with a PowerWaveX microplate scanning spectrophotometer (Bio-Tek Instruments, Winooski, VT, USA), and cell survival ratios were calculated by dividing the absorbance of the treatment group by that of the appropriate control group.
cell adhesion assayed by icelligence
The iCELLigence cell-based assay system (ACEA Biosciences, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) uses impedance to monitor cellular processes. Both cell adhesion and duplication are measurable, and recorded cell activities are converted to a cell index (CI) by the system calculation. 13, 14 PC9 and H1975 cells were loaded into an E-Plate L8 (ACEA Biosciences, Inc.) at 1.2×10 4 and 7.5×10 3 cells/well, respectively, since the H1975 cells were larger and flatter than PC9 cells. After preculture for 24 hours, the cells were treated with DMSO (control), dasatinib, afatinib (H1975 cells) or gefitinib (PC9 cells), and a dasatinib/afatinib or dasatinib/gefitinib combination, and CI was recorded for 72 hours at 5-minute intervals for the first 24 hours and then at 30-minute intervals till the end of the measurement period. At the same time, with the assay of iCELLigence, replica plates of cells were seeded at the same cell density into 96-well plates, and cells were treated by the drug combination as that in E-Plate L8. At 24 hours, 48 hours, and 72 hours after drug treatment, cell viability in 96-well plates was determined by MTS assay. The cell adhesion index was calculated as CI divided by the cell density in the replica plate.
Flow cytometry apoptosis assay
PC9 cells were seeded in six-well plates and cultured overnight. The treatment drugs were diluted in the culture medium at the desired concentration and added to the wells of the plates. After incubation, the cells were trypsinized, washed with PBS, and resuspended in the binding buffer (0.01 M HEPES at pH 7.4, 0.14 M NaCl, and 2.5 mM CaCl 2 ) on ice. Annexin V-FITC (BD Pharmingen, San Diego, CA, USA) and propidium iodide (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) were used as stains. The cell samples were analyzed with a FACSCalibur cell analyzer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA), and apoptosis ratios were determined with the CellQuest Pro software (BD Biosciences).
Results
adhesion response was rapidly enhanced in gefitinib-treated drug-sensitive NSCLC cells (Pc9 cells)
To observe the immediate responses of EGFR TKI-sensitive NSCLC cells upon encountering an EGFR TKI, we used time-lapse microscopy to record the morphology of PC9 cells upon gefitinib treatment (Video S1). As can be seen in the video, in the absence of gefitinib the cells displayed both rounded-up and epithelial-like cell morphologies. However, within 12 hours of the addition of gefitinib to the culture medium, the cells stopped their scanning motion, spread onto the culture surface, and extended their front edges (Figure 1,  12 hours) . After exposure to gefitinib for 72 hours, the cells showed clear signs of cell death and diminished cell density (Figure 1, 72 hours) . To elucidate the signal transduction pathways involved in this morphology change, we analyzed the gene expression profile of gefitinib-treated PC9 cells by means of microarray and pathway analyses.
adhesion-related pathways predominated in the gsea results
We drew a box-and-whisker diagram ( Figure S1 ) to identify the outliers by gene expression fold change. Approximately 25.4% (4,989/19,646) of the genes were differentially expressed between gefitinib-treated and parental PC9 cells (2,543 upregulated genes; and 2,446 downregulated genes). The upregulated and downregulated genes are listed in Table S1 . To elucidate the signaling pathways that might be associated with the change to a more adherent morphology, we harvested the total mRNA from gefitinib-treated PC9 cells, analyzed the mRNA by means of a human gene expression microarray, and then conducted GSEA using the KEGG canonical pathways as the gene set database. The results showed that 38 KEGG canonical pathways were significantly enhanced (false discovery rate ,0.25, indicating that the result is likely to be valid three out of four times) ( Table S2 ). Out of the 38 KEGG pathways, five were related to the enhanced adhesion morphology change including the top-ranked cell adhesion molecules. Thus, we considered the five pathways related to cell adhesion (Table 1) for further analysis. In a previous study, proteins relevant to cell adhesion were demonstrated to support cell survival in cancer drug therapy, 15, 16 and consistent with this, our results, for the first time, showed that the focal adhesion pathway was significantly upregulated by treatment with gefitinib (normalized enrichment score, 1.45; P=0.004; false discovery rate, 0.11; Table 1 and Figure 2 ). According to the GSEA algorithm, the highest scoring genes in the core enrichment set contribute to the enrichment score and dominate the pathway. The KEGG canonical focal adhesion pathway is shown in Figure 2 , and the 56 core enrichment genes are shown in Table S3 , along with their enrichment scores. An uninterrupted path from the extracellular matrix (ECM) to integrin to Src (ECM → integrin → Src) was observed at the very beginning of the focal adhesion pathway; so we speculated that this path initiated the cells' quick adhesion response to EGFR TKI treatment. On the basis of this speculation, we considered the proteins FN1, ITGAV, ITGB1, and Src to be the keys to the emergency adhesion response to temporarily combat EGFR TKI-induced stress.
Time course of adhesion-related molecules mrna and proteins in egFr TKi-treated Pc9 and h1975 cells
More detailed molecular analyses were performed to examine the changes with time of the relevant mRNA and the corresponding proteins. First, we analyzed the mRNA levels of FN1, ITGAV, ITGB1, Src, and FAK in PC9 cells after gefitinib treatment for 24 hours, 48 hours, and 72 hours. The results are shown in Figure 3A . Basically, at 24 hours, all the levels of the mRNAs for the five genes remained unchanged. At 48 hours, the gene expression levels went up by ~13.1-, 2.1-, 2.0-, 2.4-, and 1.3-fold for FN1, ITGAV, ITGB1, Src, and FAK, respectively. At 72 hours, the expression levels remained similar to those at 48 hours ( Figure 3A) .
The mRNA levels of FN1, ITGAV, ITGB1, Src, and FAK in H1975 cells after afatinib treatment for 24 hours, 48 hours, and 72 hours were also analyzed, and the results are shown in Figure 3B . The levels of the mRNAs for the five genes started to increase after 24 hours of drug treatment. At 48 hours, the gene expression levels went up by ~9.6-, 3.0-, 2.8-, 4.1-, and 1.5-fold for FN1, ITGAV, ITGB1, Src, and FAK, respectively. At 72 hours, the expression levels of FN1 and ITGAV remained similar to those at 48 hours. However, the mRNA levels of ITGB1, Src, and FAK seemed similar to those at 24 hours. Overall, these results are congruent with the microarray data, which indicate that PC9 and H1975 cells exert quick adhesion responses upon EGFR TKI treatments.
Changes in mRNA levels within a shorter interval (2 hours, 6 hours, and 12 hours) of FN1, ITGAV, ITGB1, Src, and FAK in the drug-treatment groups were also monitored. The gene expression levels did not change much before 12 hours ( Figure S2 ) despite their obvious increase after 48 hours of drug treatment in PC9 and H1975 cells. The mRNA levels of these adhesion-related genes even showed a slight decrease at early times, ie, 6 hours in PC9 and 2 hours in H1975 cells, and then recovered after 12 hours. In Figure 3 , after 24 hours, 48 hours, and 72 hours, the expression levels of these adhesion genes continued to increase in PC9 cells or remained stable in H1975 cells. These results indicated that 72 hours is a suitable sampling time point for pathway analysis in PC9 cells. Such dynamic expression regulation has been described in many previous reports 17 ; while including the rate of protein degradation and mRNA stability, the mRNA levels would not always perfectly correlate with the protein levels. 18 In addition to the time-lapse video, microarray data, and qRT-PCR mRNA analyses, the protein levels were also examined for FN1, ITGAV, ITGB1, Src, and FAK in PC9 or H1975 cells treated with gefitinib or afatinib, respectively, for 24 hours, 48 hours, and 72 hours. The results are shown in Figure 4 .
In both cell lines, the protein levels of FN1 were enhanced in TKI-treated cells in a time-dependent manner. The ITGAV protein levels were not affected by TKI in both cells. The pattern of changes of the other proteins differed in these two cells. First, there was an apparent shift from high molecular 31 The enrichment plot (upper right inset) shows that the genes in the focal adhesion pathway were significantly upregulated in cells encountering gefitinib treatment. Of the 56 core enrichment genes in the upregulated group, those indicated in red in the enrichment plot are also marked in red on the Kegg focal adhesion pathway map (lower panel). Abbreviations: gsea, gene set enrichment analysis; Kegg, Kyoto encyclopedia of genes and genomes.
weight (130 kDa) ITGB1 to a form of lower molecular weight (115 kDa) isoform. In a previous study, it was reported that in ITGB1 two bands could be observed in some cells; they were specified as a 115 kDa partially glycosylated precursor and a 130 kDs fully glycosylated mature form. 19, 20 Second, p-FAK was not affected by TKI in H1975 cells but was slightly enhanced in PC9 cells treated with gefitinib. Third, the p-Src levels were enhanced in afatinib-treated H1975 cells. In nontreated PC9 cells, the p-Src level went up at 72 hours after cell passage, possibly due to the fact that cells were already confluent, as suggested by Kobayashi et al. 21 Under such circumstances, the p-Src level in gefitinib-treated PC9 cells was not higher than that in control cells.
rna interference enhanced cytotoxic effects of gefitinib in PC9 cells and weakened the emergency adhesion response
To investigate the mechanism of the cell adhesion response to gefitinib treatment, we used shRNAs to downregulate the expression of FN1, ITGAV, ITGB1, and Src mRNA in PC9 cells. After shRNA transfection and a short recovery period in the growth medium, the cells were treated with gefitinib. Cell survival analysis and flow cytometry apoptosis assays were performed to estimate the cytotoxic efficacy of gefitinib after gene silencing. After normalization with respect to control shRNA, the survival ratio was found to be significantly decreased in cells in which the two integrins (ITGAV and ITGB1) and the downstream kinase (Src) had been silenced ( Figure 5A ). The Annexin V-FITC/propidium iodide apoptosis assay, which was performed to determine whether apoptosis was responsible for the cell death, revealed that compared with cells transfected with the control shRNA, the cells in which ITGAV, ITGB1, and Src were downregulated demonstrated a clear increase in the apoptotic cell population ( Figure 5B ). In contrast to the silencing of the integrins and Src, silencing of FN1 resulted in only a limited enhancement of the cytotoxic effects of gefitinib ( Figure 5A and B). These
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Wang et al β β results suggest that PC9 cells could tolerate gefitinib when the adhesion pathway was functional, whereas the cells became extremely vulnerable to gefitinib after this cell adhesion lifeline was cut by the downregulation of the emergency adhesion-related proteins ITGAV, ITGB1, and Src. The protein levels of FN1, ITGAV, ITGB1, and Src in shRNA-transfected PC9 cells were monitored by Western blotting 48 hours after transfection ( Figure 5C ), and protein expression relative to that after treatment with control shRNA was estimated from the density ( Figure 5D ). Although the results of silencing had a dramatic effect on the efficacy of subsequent gefitinib treatment, the protein levels were only somewhat reduced in the shRNA-treated cells (FN1 65.4%±1.3%, ITGAV 62.0%±4.5%, ITGB1 50.1%±0.3%, and Src 44.3%±1.3%).
Pc9 and h1975 cells were vulnerable to egFr TKis when the adhesion response was compromised by means of a src family inhibitor or integrin inhibitors
To monitor in real time the consequences of interrupting the adhesion response of NSCLC cells upon treatment with EGFR TKIs, we treated PC9 and H1975 with the Src family inhibitor dasatinib, either alone or in combination with an EGFR TKI (gefitinib for the PC9 cells and afatinib for the H1975 cells). Then, we recorded cell activity using the iCELLigence system, which uses impedance changes in the culture surface for continuous and real-time measurement of cellular events. Data were transformed into CI values, which are positively correlated to cell occupancy of the culturing surface. 13, 22 Furthermore, the CI values were normalized by cell density to obtain cell adhesion index. The cell adhesion index described in this study reflects the cell's adhesion ability. In PC9 or H1975 cells, treated respectively with gefitinib or afatinib, the CI values and cell adhesion index of both cells rose rapidly (within 4 hours; Figure 6A , B, E, and F), suggesting that the adhesion response was activated within hours. These iCELLigence results were in agreement with the time-lapse microscopy observations. It is interesting to note that in Figure 6B , the difference between VC (vehicle control) and A (afatinib treatment) was not as obvious as in Figure 6A . However, the cell adhesion index increased dramatically after afatinib was added into H1975 cells. In contrast to treatment with the EGFR TKIs, treatment with dasatinib resulted in a significant decrease in CI immediately after the drug was added to the cell culture medium. Although dasatinib rapidly and significantly suppressed the cells' adhesion ability, both PC9 and the H1975 cells continued to proliferate under the OncoTargets and Therapy 2016:9 submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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nsclc cells combat egFr tyrosine kinase inhibition Figure 5 silencing of adhesion pathway genes on the cytotoxic effects of g. Notes: (A) PC9 cells were seeded in a 96-well culture plate at 8,000 cells/well and cultured overnight. The cells were transfected with control or targeting shRNA for 72 hours and then treated with Vc (DMsO) or g (50 nM) for 72 hours. cell viability (normalized against the Vc group) was determined by cell survival assay. *P,0.05, compared to the control shrna group, as determined by the unpaired t-test. (B) PC9 cells were seeded in a six-well plate at 12,000 cells/well and cultured overnight. After transfection with shRNA for 72 hours followed by treatment with 50 nM G for 48 hours, apoptosis was analyzed by Annexin V-FITC and PI staining followed by flow cytometry analysis. Three independent tests showed similar results, and the representative results are shown here. (C) Pc9 cells seeded and transfected as described in (B) were harvested at 72 hours and analyzed by Western blotting. (D) Band densities in the Western blots were quantified by ImageJ (1.47v) software (National Institutes of health, Usa) and normalized against the control shrna group. c represents the control shrna. Abbreviations: DMSO, dimethyl sulfoxide; G, gefitinib; shRNA, small-hairpin RNA; VC, vehicle control; PI, propidium iodide. Figure 6C and D) . However, treatment with a combination of dasatinib and an EGFR TKI (gefitinib or afatinib) resulted not only in a dramatic decrease in CI but also in a decrease in the viability of cells (Figure 6A-D) . Interestingly, as shown in Figure 6E group GD, quick and severe cell death in the group of PC9 cells treated by gefitinib + dasatinib rendered an immediate drop of the cell adhesion index at the very beginning of drug treatment. The cell adhesion index started to show a rising trend after 24 hours, indicating that only the cells with strong adhesion ability still remained in the chamber.
adhesion-interfered condition (
After the addition of dasatinib to the culture medium, the PC9 cells were rounded up, and the H1975 cells were pulling back their cell edges; but the drug did not stop cell proliferation (Figure 7) . A time-lapse video showed that the H1975 and PC9 cells shrank or detached and underwent submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Two different integrin inhibitors, c8 9 and ci, 23 were employed to further investigate whether inhibition of cell adhesion would synergize with EGFR TKIs to suppress proliferation of PC9 or H1975 cells. The results are shown in Figure 8 . In both cells, either c8 or ci was able to potentiate the efficacy of TKIs. 
Discussion
The ability to mount stress responses is essential for cells to defend against temporary noxious environmental stimuli. 24 Without such responses, cells become vulnerable to adverse conditions, such as the presence of toxic chemicals, unsuitable temperature, improper osmolarity, and nutrient shortages. In this study, we investigated the response of NSCLC cells to treatment with EGFR-targeting drugs and made the following observations. First, PC9 cells quickly adopted a more adherent morphology upon exposure to gefitinib, as shown by time-lapse microscopy. This morphologic change correlated well with the results of gene expression analysis, which indicated that the cell adhesion-related pathways were enhanced. Second, GSEA analysis of the core enriched genes in the focal adhesion pathway revealed a plausible sequential signaling cascade: ECM → integrin → Src family, including Fyn and Src. Third, the importance of the aforementioned pathway in the cells' defense against EGFR TKIs was supported by the fact that the effects of EGFR TKIs in suppressing NSCLC cell proliferation could be potentiated by 1) genetic silencing of two integrins (ITGAV and ITGB1), 2) pharmacological inhibition of integrins by c8 or ci, and 3) pharmacological inhibition of the Src family kinase by dasatinib. To conclude that cell adhesion is a defense response induced by EGFR TKI, we have also shown that this response is not merely a gefitinib response, since H1975 cells with the T790M mutation in EGFR and treated with gefitinib did not show any adhesion responses (Video S4). Taken together, these results indicate that NSCLC cells could temporarily escape the cell-killing pressure of EGFR TKIs by immediately activating an adhesion-related response.
Dasatinib was first used as a BCR-Abl kinase inhibitor for leukemia therapeutics. To distinguish whether the BCR-Abl inhibition activity of dasatinib contributes to the synergistic effect with gefitinib, another BCR-Abl kinase inhibitor, imatinib, alone or in combination with gefitinib, was added into PC9 cells for 3 days, and cell survival assay was performed. Imatinib did not show any effect on the viability of PC9 cells under different conditions, as shown in Figure S2 . Parsons and Parsons 25 have reviewed the Src family kinase as a key regulator involved in cell adhesion and cell-cell contact signal transduction. It is possible that dasatinib achieves its adhesion-inhibition effects through simultaneously targeting Src family kinases including Src or Fyn.
Song et al 26 have previously reported that dasatinib could selectively induce apoptosis in EGFR-dependent lung cancer cells, including PC9, HCC827, H3255, and H1650. The EGFR-independent cells, such as A549, H1299, H460, and H358, showed more tolerance to dasatinub. H1975, deemed as an EGFR-dependent cell line, appeared insensitive to dasatinib only. In this study, the cell adhesion of H1975 cells was significantly inhibited by dasatinib, but the cells were still alive and continued to replicate ( Figure 6B and D). Only after combining with afatinib did the H1975 cells show significant cell death results ( Figure 6D ). Although FN1 seemed to be unambiguously upregulated after EGFR TKI treatment, as indicated by microarray and Western blot analyses, gene silencing of FN1 did not affect the cytotoxic effects of EGFR TKIs. It is likely due to the fact that gene silencing only partially reduced the overexpressed FN1. Several clinical studies with the combination of EGFR TKI and dasatinib have been performed, but with only modest efficacy. 27, 28 In a Phase II clinical study, dasatinib was shown to have no activity in patients with acquired resistance treated with erlotinib or gefitinib. 29 In this study, we found that dasatinib, when used alone, dramatically reduced the adhesion ability of NSCLC cells and slowed down the cell proliferation rate. However, the cells were still viable and continued to replicate (Figures 6 and 7) . In contrast, when dasatinib was employed in combination with an EGFR TKI at the very beginning of treatment, the anticancer effects of the latter were greatly potentiated.
Conclusion
In conclusion, our results suggest that NSCLC cells can quickly and temporarily escape the cytotoxic effects of EGFR-targeting drugs by mounting an immediate adhesionrelated response. Thus, as demonstrated in this study, inhibition of this response could maximize the efficacy of targeted therapeutics. Results from this study warrant further investigation aimed at the development of an inhibitor of the focal adhesion pathway to facilitate anti-NSCLC treatment. It will also be very interesting to determine whether dasatinib can provide benefit to patients with EGFR-mutant NSCLC when administered together with gefitinib or afatinib from the very beginning of treatment.
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